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ABSTRACT
This paper presents calculations of the varying inductances profile for a synchronous linear surface mounted permanent
magnet generator in an ABC reference system. Calculations are performed by utilizing the reluctance term, known from
analytic calculations and finite element method simulations. With the inductance term identified, the voltage difference
between the generator’s no load and load voltage can be calculated and an external circuit can be designed for optimal
use of the generator. Two different operation intervals of the linear generator are considered and the results are discussed. The result indicates that time costly finite element simulations can be replaced with simple analytical calculations for a surface mounted permanent magnet linear generator.
Keywords: Wave Power, Synchronous Linear Permanent Magnet Generator, Varying Inductance,
ABC of Frame Reference

1. Introduction
Researchers all over the world are looking for ways to
convert electricity from new renewable energy sources.
Wave energy is at the present time a relatively unexploited energy source, but has a potential to make a significant contribution to electrical power generation [1].
Over the past 25 years a large variety of concepts for
wave energy conversion have been proposed and a significant number of different technologies have been suggested [2].
The presented paper discusses a direct driven point
absorber, with a linear permanent magnet generator
placed on the ocean floor, see Figure 1. The main dimensions of the generator is presented in Table 1. The
output characteristics are referring to a nominal load
condition, when the translator is moving at a constant
speed of 0.7 m/s. The three phases are Y-connected to a
resistive load at 12 ohm. For more information and literature about the system, see [3].
To investigate the inductance terms of a synchronous
machine, experimental tests, such as standstill frequency
response or short circuit test, are usually performed [4].
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

These tests are, however, impossible to perform at the
design stage, so to be able to estimate the unknown parameter the authors have chosen to work with both analytic calculations and a numeric two-dimension finite
element model.

2. Analytical Model
If the generator is connected to a balanced three phase
load, each phase flux linkage can be expressed as [5]:

Figure 1. Schematic figure of the linear generator implemented in the system.
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Br and r , p represent the remanence magnetization
and the recoil permeability of the permanent magnet,
lFe , lPM and lair represent the flux length in the highly
magnetized part of the iron, in the permanent magnet and
in the air gap and the terms Aair AFe and APM are the
active cross sections areas [6].
The flux linkage and the mutual inductance between the
stator and translator, LPM can thereby be calculated according to

Table 1. Main Dimensions of the Generator.
Output power

20 kW

Armature current

25 A

Phase to phase Voltage

450 V

Fundamental frequency

6 Hz

Stator length

2000 mm

Translator length

3000 mm

Stroke length

2000 mm

λ a  Laa λ a  Lab I b  Lac λ c  λ PM , a

(1)

λ b  Lbb I b  Lab I a  Lbc I c  λ PM ,b

(2)

λ c  Lcc I c  Lbc I b  Lac I a  λ PM ,c

(3)

Laa , Lbb and Lcc represent the winding’s self inductance per phase, Lab, Lac and Lbc the winding’s mutual
inductance, I a , I b and I c represent each phase current and λ PM correspond to the flux linkage from the
permanent magnet [5].
The winding’s self inductance, derived from Faraday’s
law of induction, is frequently expressed by the following
expressions [5]:

Laa  Lbb  Lcc  LS  Lleakage
LS 

0 AN 2
lair

(4)
(5)

* N poles

where A corresponds to the winding-turn area, N the
number of turns, N poles he number of poles in the generator, 0 the permeability of air and lair represent the
length of the magnetic flux in air, i.e., in the air gap.
To calculate the mutual inductance in a balanced three
phase generator knowledge of the winding-design, i.e.,
how the different phase’s linkage flux intersect, is required. In this case, the windings are separated by
2
 
, and the mutual inductance can hence be cal3
culated by [4]:
 2
Lab  Lac  Lbc  LS cos  
 3

LS


2


(6)

To identify the linkage flux from the permanent magnet, λ PM , and thereby be able to calculate the mutual
inductance between the stator and translator, LPM , the
value of the magnetic field density, B, in the air gap is
utilized. The analytic expression for the term is:
B

Br lPM


 lFe Aair
  Fe AFe

r  lair  
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  lPM Aair
  
   r , p APM


 



(7)

λ PM  N  N BdA
LPM 

I PM
λ PM

(8)
(9)

The current term, I PM , represent the permanent magnet’s equal current density, given by Br , lPM and the
permeability of air and the permanent magnet, 0 respectively r , see Equation (10) [7].
I PM 

Br lPM

0  r

(10)

With the amplitude and known cycle of the term LPM
known, the induced voltage can be calculated by:
U  LPM

dI PM
dt

(11)

Due to the relative motion between the stator and
translator, the external surrounding for both the winding
and the magnets changes continuously. To investigate
how the different inductance terms are affected by the
change of the external factors, for example the magnetic
flux or the change of the reluctance in the magnetic circuit etc, simulations in a finite element simulation tool
have been performed.

3. Numerical Model
To be able to apply the finite element method, the area of
investigation, in this case the two dimensional model of
the generator, is divided into small regions, called elements. It is assumed that the unknown quantities, for
example the vector potential A, in each element can be
described by a simple function, i.e., a polynomial. The
order of the polynomial determines the order of the element [8]. In the finite element simulation tool the authors
have chosen to work with, each element is describe as a
second order triangular, see Figure 2. Each element is
thereby described by a second order polynomial, see Equation (12).
A  a  bx  cy  dxy  ex 2  fy 2

(12)

The x- and y- term define the element’s position in the
two dimensional xy-plane, and the terms a to f are the
unknown amplitudes of the investigated quantities.
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Figure 2. The second order element.

The physical interpretation of the second order equation is that the unknown quantities are assumed to only
vary quadratic-ally in each direction [8].
The working approach of the chosen finite element
simulation tool, is to define the vector potential, A, in
each element. By evaluating the vector potential in each
of the six points, see Figure 2, all six coefficients in the
element’s polynomial is found. Each element’s potential
can thereby be approximately calculated by Equation
(12). When the vector potential in all elements is known,
the magnetic flux in the generator can be calculated by
[6]:

Φ      A  da  A  ds

(13)

The current density in a conducting region, Jz, can be
expressed as [6]:
 2 Az   0 J z

(14)

With the unknown parameters defined, the simulations
are straight forward.

4. The Machine Model
To have a unique solution, the model must be limited by
boundary conditions. These conditions may be describing
the continuity or points, lines and surfaces in the model
with known values of potential and field [8]. The single
boundary condition the authors have chosen to work with,
presented in Figure 3, states that there is no fringing of
the magnetic field at infinity.

Figure 4. a) Interval I, b) Interval II.

With a translator stroke length of 2 m, 1 m in each direction, the active area changes after half of the stroke
length, and the generator’s operation is divided in to two
intervals. During Interval I, a magnet simultaneously slips
in and out of the stator, resulting in a constant active stator
area. During Interval II, presented in Figure 4(b), the
active area decreases as the outmost magnet slips out of
the stator. During Interval II, the total flux linkage in the
machine is thereby not only varying due to the phenomena
with changing amplitude of the flux linkage from the
magnet trough the winding area, but also due to a varying
size of the active area.

5. Results
The calculated values, resulting from the analytical model, of the different parameters are presented in Table 2
together with a measurement on an existing prototype of
the studied generator.
To investigate how the calculated values vary due to
the relative motion between the stator and translator, finite
element simulations were performed. The following presented results are from simulations, performed with a
constant speed of the translator at 0.7 m/s with the generator operating at No Load.
Figure 5 presents the inductance in the generator during Interval I. By Equation (11) the induced No Load
voltage for phase a) was calculated, see Figure 6.
Table 2. The results from the analytic calculations and
measured on the real machine.

Figure 3. The chosen boundary condition.
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

Parameter

Value

I PM

2380 A

LPM ,Calculated

10.3 mH

LS ,Calculated

19.5 mH

LMutual ,Calculated

9.8 mH

LS , Measured

18.5 mH
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Figure 5. The upper graph presents the varying self inductance for one phase, the middle graph presents the varying
mutual inductance each phase is exposed to from the two
other phases, whereas the third graph presents the varying
mutual inductance between the stator and translator, in
terms of phase a.

Figure 7. The upper graph presents the varying self inductance for one phase, the middle graph presents the varying
mutual inductance each phase is exposed to from the two
other phases, whereas the third graph presents the varying
mutual inductance between the stator and translator.

Figure 6. The induced No Load voltage for one phase at a
constant speed of 0.7 m/s.

Figure 8. The calculated induced voltage for one phase.

Let us take a look at what happens during Interval II. As
the translator slips out of the stator, the active area and
thereby the linked flux decreases. The part of the winding
which is no longer covered by magnets loses the magnets
flux linkage. Figure 7 presents the inductance terms in
the generator during Interval II. By Equation (11) the
induced No Load voltage for phase a) was calculated,
and is presented in Figure 8.

6. Discussion
The used surface mounted permanent magnets have a
relative permeability close to one, i.e., the same as air. The
length, see Equation (5), for the flux in low permeability
material does thereby neither decrease nor increase if the
air gap decrease or increase. The winding’s self- and
mutual inductance is thereby not affected by the air gap,
which is strength by the presented result. The calculations,
simulations and experimental measurement indicate together that the winding’s self- and mutual inductance is
highly not affected by the translator’s position, i.e., the
distance the flux transfers in the low permeability material
is neither shorter or longer despite the change of the
translator’s position. However, the authors don’t think this
is the case if the low permeability permanent magnets are
replaced with higher permeability-material, for example
pole shoes of steel. The length for the flux in low perCopyright © 2011 SciRes.

meability material can thereby be increased or decreased
by increase or decrease the air gap. The designer can
thereby by external parameters reach the required value,
within values, on the inductance term.
The mutual inductance between the stator and translator
changes drastically both during one electrical period and
with the active area. The value is, as expected, highly
affected by the decreasing active area. During this paper,
the reluctance in the iron in the magnetic circuit is neglected, with the motivation of the iron’s high permeability compared to air. Furthermore, the almost identical
results of the measured and calculated value of the
windings self inductance, convinced the authors to neglect
the winding’s leakage inductance.
The decision to present the mutual inductance between
the stator and translator as a signal oscillating around zero,
Figures 5 and 7, was made to show the sign of the induced
voltage. By this decision the direction of the coordinate
system can be kept fixed during the full electric cycle. The
physical meaning of a negative inductance does, of course,
not exist, but the authors consider this representation to
have pedagogic merits.
During the presented study the authors investigated
different methods to examine the inductance terms of the
machine, for example the Energy Perturbation Method,
see [9,10]. However, the reduced opportunity to perform
accurate analytical calculations were the reason the auJEMAA
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thors did not include the method in this paper.

7. Conclusion
An analysis of the varying inductance term in the ABC
reference frame for a permanent magnet linear generator
has been presented in this paper. The analysis is based on
analytical calculations that have been compared to experimental measurements, and simulations in a finite
element method program. The analytical results of the
winding’s self inductance showed very good agreement
with the experimental measurements on the physical
machine, thus serving as a reminder that time costly simulations are not always necessary. The numerical simulations were used to study the inductance terms during
translator movement. As expected, it has been shown that
the mutual inductance between the stator and translator is
very much affected by the translator’s position. On the
other hand, the results show that the winding’s self- and
mutual inductance is barely affected by the air gap or the
translator’s position. This is attributed to the non-changing distance that the flux travels in the low permeability
material despite changes of the external parameters. The
conclusion is that only the design of the winding and
stator affects the size of the different winding inductance
terms.
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